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Object recognition is one of the hot-spot of computer image processing and 
robotics. It has been applied in many fields. However, most object recognition 
systems dealing with two or three dimension data rely on supervised learning, which 
can only detect particular objects. General object recognition is a basic way that how 
people know the world, and it’s also an indispensable information processing ability 
of strong artificial intelligence, which provides basic information for the follow-up 
study of strong artificial intelligence. 
 In this paper, we proposed a general three dimensional object recognition method 
based on unsupervised and incremental learning and method of constructing object 
types semantic network, in the structured indoor scenes. The system assumes that 
scenes to deal with is composed of supporting objects and supported objects. The 
system extracts physical objects by separate object of different two types and spatial 
relation based clustering. Then, our system build graphic model with the help of  
primitive fitting based segmentation and transform it to points set in normal vector 
space using graph embedding techniques. Finally, it compute the extended earth 
mover’s distance between physical objects as the similarity value. We build object 
types semantic network with physical objects as node and similarity value as weight 
of edges which connect compared object couples. The simple object types semantic 
network include information: type and graphic model of object and similarity value 
between compared objects, which provide naive information for symbol based strong 
artificial intelligence approach, laying a foundation for robots to explore and 
understand the world. 
Compared to other three dimensional object recognition techniques, we focus on 
unsupervised and incremental learning and semantic information from the very 
beginning. With unsupervised and incremental learning, the system is capable of 
adjust the conclusion on the basis of supported objects system observed. To keep the 
semantic information, it’s required that the object models system build should close to 
the abstract forms that human describe the shape of objects, suach as: we likely say 
that a human is composed of head, body and limbs. Further more, equipment with 















objects in the scene, rather than dealing with objects directly. 
We test the system with some objects, computing the similarity values between 
them. It shows that our system could build models close to the way human describe 
objects and give reasonable similarity values. The object types semantic network 
build is also good as we expected. 
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